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SECTION A 

Q1. Multiple Choice Questions:             

1. _________ alignment means that the Text is aligned with the Left margin.  

a) Left                                         b) Center                 c) Right 

2. We write __________ function while adding the numbers .    

a) Multiply                                 b) Sum         c) Division 

3. _________ effect enlarges the First letter of the word.          

a) Insert                           b) Drop cap              c) Font size 

4. To display a word using Print primitive put double ___________.        

a) Inverted comma                  b) colon         c) brackets 

5. _______ are the characters of specific size and design used for typing the text. 

a) Font size                                b) Line spacing        c) Font 

6. We must leave a ________ between print Primitive and numbers 

a) space                                  b)  colon         c) comma 

7. _____________ refers to the positioning of the text. 

a) Alignment b) Font                       c) Line spacing 

8. ___________ function in Logo divides the first input number by second and 

gives the remainder.      

a) Quotient b) Remainder            c) multiplication 

9. __________ means changing the appearance of a document to make it 

attractive.            

a) Font b) Alignment             c) formatting  

10. The short form of PRINT is _____ 

a) PT b) PR                   c) PN                                                         

 



 

SECTION B 

Q2. Very Short Answers:-         

1. What is Drop Cap effect?         

2. Which command is used to exit the logo?    

3. What is the use of Redo button on Quick Access toolbar?    

4.  What is the use of Home command?         

5. What is Font size?                      

SECTION C 

Q3. Short Answers:-                  

1. Who is the designer of Logo?           

2. Which command moves the turtle forward by given number of steps? 

3. What is Tab stop? Explain.                

4. What is Print primitive?              

5. Name the command that orders the turtle to disappear from the screen.  

6. How will you apply the Numbering Effect on the Text?           

SECTION D 

Q4.Long  Answers:-         

1. What is Font? How to highlight the text?          

2. What is the use of Logo language? Where we type commands in Logo?                                              

3. What is the use of Shift + Enter key? How will you apply border  

around a page?          

               

 


